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The election of the Howard Government has marked a paradigm shift in welfare policy with the implementation of far reaching reforms around the concept of mutual obligation. At the same time, there has been media speculation about the Government's use of "wedge politics" to sustain its political agenda with respect to welfare and other policies. Wedge politics, however, is yet to receive detailed analysis in Australian political science. We define wedge politics to be a calculated political tactic aimed at using divisive social issues to gain political support, weaken opponents and strengthen control over the political agenda. The purpose of this paper is thus twofold: to develop a definition of wedge politics and to investigate how the Howard Government's welfare reform agenda might be understood as an example of such politics, drawing out its longer-term implications.
Media speculation about the Howard Government adopting the tactics of "wedge politics" has drawn attention to divisive strategies used by political parties to attract support for their policies. Although wedge politics has entered the political language at a journalistic level, the concept is yet to receive detailed attention in Australian political science. The purpose of this paper is to give systematic treatment to the tactics of wedge politics and indicate how such tactics have emerged in the politics of welfare reform in Australia between 1996 and 2000. Welfare reform, especially in English-speaking democracies, has produced a far-reaching shift in the paradigm of social support ("mutual obligation", for instance). In Australia, these changes have restricted new migrants' access to social welfare and instituted tougher restrictions on the provision of unemployment benefits. Given the contentious nature of the changes and the potential for voter alienation, the Howard Government's tactics for sustaining support for a reform agenda provide a rich basis for investigating the use of wedge politics in Australia. By developing the concept of wedge politics more systematically, we are able to provide insight into its success and limitations as a political tactic.
Defining Wedge Politics: Social Cleavages, Resentments and Political Tactics
The term "wedge politics" is commonly attributed to the tactics refined by Ronald Reagan's political adviser, Lee Atwater, who introduced a more divisive and aggressive form of campaigning to contemporary American politics. 2 These tactics involved targeting unpopular or stigmatised social issues or groups as a way of defining "mainstream politics" and linking political opponents to their support of these issues or groups. By doing so, the tactics of wedge politics deliberately aim at undermining the support base of key political opponents in an attempt to gain political ascendancy or to control the political agenda. In racially and socially polarised America, the climate for pursuing wedge tactics has been particularly favourable for the Republican Party. 3 Elsewhere, too, social and economic divisions have created new opportunities for political tacticians to harness resentment towards minorities as a means of extracting political advantage. While the tactics of "divide and rule" in politics are not new, 4 wedge politics, we argue, represents a more calculated and sophisticated means of achieving similar ends.
In Australia, journalists and politicians have accused the Howard Government, which came to power in 1996, of pursuing wedge politics with particular effect in race politics, immigration and social welfare. 5 However, political science is yet to pay systematic attention to wedge politics or give it firmer conceptual groundings. There are obvious reasons for this. It is difficult to attach specific tactical motives to political decisions without knowing the details of political strategy, which is 2 John Brady, Bad Boy: the life and politics of Lee Atwater (Sydney: Addison Wesley, 1997). According to Brady, Atwater was the "master tactician" for the Republican Party who was critical to Bush's defeat of Dukakis in the 1988 US Presidential election. Atwater developed negative campaigning techniques and overnight polling which fed into daily campaigning. He was intrigued by tactics of the "permanent campaign", the subject of his unfinished PhD dissertation. Republican tacticians had given shape to this kind of political tactic in a different generational context. For example, see Dan Carter, The Politics of Rage: George Wallace, The Origins of the New Conservatism and the Transformation of American Politics (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995). Refer to chapters 11 and 12 in which Carter documents the importance of southern, white, working class voters to Nixon's Republicans (378-380). 3 Michael Rust, "Reagan Democrats Key to GOP Electoral Future", Insight on the News 12, November 4 (1996): 16. 4 Disraeli, the Tory Prime Minister of Britain, is often remembered for his attempts to gain working class support for the Conservative Party as the tide of economic, social and political reform threatened the Party's power. Shannon notes that Disraeli once said that he could sense "the Conservative working man as the sculptor perceives the angel prisoned in the block of marble", The Age of Disraeli, 1868 Disraeli, -1881 seldom given accurate or detailed publicity. Equally, the practice of wedge politics is refuted by merely pointing to the popularity of the issues and policies in question. 6 But attention to the ongoing development of political tactics such as wedge politics promises to provide important insights into the realities of contemporary politics, which has arguably become more hard-nosed and poll-driven with implications for policy development.
Before we can make an assessment about whether welfare reform under the Howard Government is an example of wedge politics in action, it is necessary to provide some conceptual grounding for the use of the term. First and foremost, we take wedge politics to be a calculated political tactic aimed at using divisive social issues to gain political support, weaken opponents and strengthen control over the political agenda. This tactic is sharpened by awareness of issues and groups that attract resentment or antipathy in the wider electorate, which show up in party polling, focus groups, media monitoring and in mass communications such as talk-back radio. 7 However, merely identifying populist attitudes and sentiment and using them in political campaigns and rhetoric does not define wedge politics per se. For populist or divisive politics to count as wedge politics, another layer of political calculation must be involved: to take advantage of issues or policies that undermine the support base of a political opponent. The tactical effect is twofold: to use strategically populist measures to appeal to an opponent's political base, which then forces the opposing party either to distance itself from unpopular causes or face political marginalisation.
Naturally, resentments and antipathies towards minorities that might form the basis for wedge tactics do not form in a social and political vacuum. In this respect, we can infer that parties of the right have more opportunities to practise and benefit from adopting such wedge tactics than parties of the left.
There are a number of reasons for this. Although both right and left wing parties appeal to "unity" and "social cohesion", social-democratic parties appeal more consistently than parties of the right to a politics of inclusion. 8 A glance at recent electoral shifts in English speaking democracies also suggests that working class defections from social democratic parties have had definite paradigmatic consequences for politics. Over the last two decades or so, the defection of some working class voters to parties of the right, however temporarily, confirms the persistence of an electorate responsive to policies and campaigns that have variously targeted unions, social and racial minorities and policies of "political correctness", targets which typically have an affinity with social-democratic parties and politics. This electorate of generally conservative white working class voters, which has also received limited attention in political science, has entered the political language in respective national polities as the "Reagan Democrats", "Working Class Tories" and "Howard Battlers". 9 To understand how wedge politics specifically exploits divisions within contemporary societies, we must first consider the how social cleavages shape contemporary politics and opportunities for political actors. Cleavages represent social or structural "breaks" within societies which have implications for the pattern of political support in electorates and the social bases of mass political parties. We consider three cleavages here: traditional class distinctions, the distinction between welfare and work and the differentiation of majorities from minorities. Wedge politics exploits the complex patterns of identification in contemporary electorates which are produced by "cross-cutting" or "overlapping" constituencies. These cross-cutting identifications become more politically potent during periods of rapid economic and social change, which produce a strong rift between "winners" and "losers". 8 The Opposition leader, Kim Beazley, acknowledges this. Beazley states "Parties of the Centre or the Left tend ... to argue about society as a community endeavour. It is not easy for a party that has as its focal point of ideology, equality of opportunity ... to play the wedge"; Beazley in Seccombe, "Politics of division". 9 Rust, "Reagan Democrats", 15-16; the American political lexicon has been enriched with other terms describing more complex electoral breakdowns such as "soccer mums" and "McCain independents" (a reference to Senator John McCain, contender in the 2000 Republican primaries who was eventually defeated by George W. Bush). The classic study of working class conservatives in England is McKenzie and Silver, Angels in Marble. The study notes the importance of traditional deference among working class voters towards hierarchy as one factor promoting conservative political interests. The authors also note that working class voters were "conservative" on issues of "coloured immigration" and "judicial flogging" of criminals as a form of punishment (152-153). They further note that the Conservative Party had championed immigration restrictions and conclude "the Conservative Party's image in these matters finds a wide response in the social conservatism of a large part of the urban working class" (153). 12 Esping-Andersen, "Politics without Class?" 310; we do not entirely agree, however, with EspingAndersen's assertion that working class parties have declined because of their "failure to modernise programmatically" (311). Esping-Andersen refers in particular to the British Labour Party's transformation into New Labour to sustain this point. Other factors had a bearing on this such as Conservative efforts at undermining Labour's support base with strategically divisive politics. 13 We refer to the Reagan and Bush presidencies, the 1994 US Congressional victory by the Republicans, the 1979-1992 Conservative victories in the UK, and the Coalition's victories in Australia in 1996 and 1998. On security recipients. This produces social tensions around the distribution of "work effort" and a politicised distinction between the "deserving" and "undeserving" poor. 14 It is not by chance that conservative/right wing parties have appealed to working class voters by driving a political wedge between the "deserving" and "undeserving" groups in society, thus indirectly tapping into racial prejudices and antipathy towards welfare recipients. There is considerable potential for conservative parties in particular to play upon these divisions to attract voters and set the welfare agenda. Indeed the emulation of this agenda by politicians from the other side of politics, particularly Clinton 15 and Blair, indicates the successful impact of such politics.
Defining Mainstream Politics.
Political parties strive to define and capture "mainstream" politics as a means of stabilising majority support around their particular agenda. 16 At the same time, defining the mainstream may equally involve defining those on the margins or "outside" society to whom blame and resentment is directed. Ethnic, racial and social distinctions also feed into perceptions of those "insiders" or the "majority" in a particular community and those who are "minorities" or "outsiders" and relegated to "stranger" status. 17 Under certain conditions, misconceptions and prejudices about these groups create incentives for political actors to subtly or overtly target resentment towards outsiders as the basis of building political support. 
Winners and Losers: the Politics of Economic Change.
While cross-cutting cleavages help shape electoral identification and opportunities for attracting support, deeper divisions in society emerge when economic change reinforces the division between winners and losers. 18 Economic adjustment, some argue, has been a necessary consequence of globalisation but this has not prevented the emergence of losers from economic reform. Hardship experienced during periods of economic change, retrenchment and unemployment provides the material conditions for popular antipathy towards those defined as outside mainstream politics, in particular welfare recipients and ethnic minorities. 19 Evidence from the recent US experience corroborates the dynamic relationship between social cleavages and political tactics described here. Teixeira's analysis of the 1994 Congressional elections, in which the Republicans scored a decisive victory over the Democrats, indicates that the largest decline in support for the Democrats came from "those who thought the economy was not good or their personal financial position was worse". 20 Teixeira argues that white working class voters turned against the incumbent Democrats because "the dominant story among the general public is that the long term decline in living standards has to do with wasteful government spending (especially on the poor, minorities and immigrants), high taxes, inefficient and obtrusive public administration, selfish behaviour by interest groups, and excessive social tolerance and loss of values". 21 The Republicans successfully tagged the Democrats with support for minorities and welfare recipients.
Wedge politics serves not only to define mainstream politics by tying an opposing party to marginal issues or groups thereby weakening its hold over particular constituencies, it is also a tactic for deflecting resentment directed towards the political system. There are general strategic reasons for why political actors attempt to deflect blame directed at the political system and powerful constituencies (such as business) onto other social "problems" and groups. This is particularly 18 See Esping Andersen, "Politics without Class?", 295. important when political alienation from government boils over, producing a climate of "antipolitics" in which the political system itself becomes a target. It is then an option for mainstream political actors to try and manifest a politics of anti-politics as a means of preserving relevance to, and contact with, a disaffected electorate by appealing to "commonsense", speaking to populist concerns and attacking elites. This is distinct from political populism because populist tactics in the context we are describing here remain strictly strategic. Since resentment, however, stirs up myriad political opportunities for actors on the margins of politics, the success of such actors may have a feedback influence on the strategies of major political players. 22
The Politics of Welfare Reform under the Howard Government
One of the most important and contentious parts of the Coalition Government's reform agenda has been in the area of social welfare; welfare reform is thus an important area for evaluating any use of wedge politics by the Howard Government. In the previous section, we developed a theoretical framework for undertaking such an evaluation. If the argument that wedge politics has been central to welfare reform is to be sustained, evidence in a number of areas must be found. Consistent with the definition of wedge politics developed here, we show that: (A) the Government targeted particular working class voters ("Howard Battlers") in developing its welfare agenda (with negative implications for the ALP) and (B) policy development reflected a political paradigm shift rather than a more "programmatic" approach to welfare policy.
A. Howard Battlers: Wedge Politics and the Electoral Process
Although political factors that shape policy receive attention in policy analysis, the specific electoral strategies of political parties are often overlooked in understanding both policy and politics. 23 In the 21 Ibid.
22 Pauline Hanson's One Nation Party is the obvious example in the Australian context. We do not explore here the complex of factors that have led to the entry and success of One Nation. One factor may well be the shift in political climate in Australia after 1996, which is arguably attributable to some degree to the The Coalition understood that it had to broaden its support base to sustain several terms in government, especially considering that it intended to continue economic reform (for example, the introduction of the Goods and Services Tax, labour market deregulation, privatisation and budget cuts) similar to that which had, ironically, factored in the previous Government's defeat. 24 The Federal Coalition approached the 1996 elections with caution because of the failure of Hewson's 1993 campaign, Keating's political instincts and a concern that any controversy (especially over race) on the Coalition's part might be an electoral liability. 25 Additionally, it planned to cut over $1 billion from social security spending at the time of the election 26 and, in line with business demands and international policy developments (ie. "welfare to work" policies) increase the number of people dependent on the labour market for their livelihood. The search for an electoral base upon which to realise such potentially unpopular policies was paramount.
In the previous section, we suggested that sharp economic divisions that create winners and losers provide a stimulus for popular resentments, which potentially feed into political strategy. Such conditions existed at the time of the 1996 election. Australia had endured a long period of economic restructuring under Labor (13 years) which had specific adverse consequences in particular for some sections of the workforce. The trend towards labour market inequality has been manifest on a number Table 9I , <http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/>). 31 Williamson, The Victory, 162. 32 Ibid., 54-55. 33 For specific analysis of the 1994 Congressional elections, see Gary Jacobsen, "The 1994 House Elections in Perspective", Political Science Quarterly, Summer (1996): 203-223; Jacobsen notes "The issues of crime, illegal immigration and unmarried teenage welfare mothers that dominated the 1994 campaign in many places were not new, but they gained new urgency as signs that American society was out of control" (207). Jacobsen also notes the very large swing against House Democrats between 1992 and 1994, especially among white southerners whose support dropped an estimated 12 percent between the two Congressional elections (208). 34 Williamson, The Victory, 94.
Howard had started using the term "Battlers" before the 1993 election 35 which he targeted as a part of broader "forgotten majority". The Coalition's polling picked up the mood of anger in the electorate 36 and how this was tied to the Labor Government's association with "minorities". 37 The election results presented in Table 1 percent. 40 Commentators and political scientists suggested that the ALP had lost its blue-collar base. 41 Here, we stress that the swings were greater in particular types of working and lower middle class areas. The effects were arguably most dramatic in metropolitan Sydney where the Coalition had typically fared poorly and needed to win seats. 42 Among 28 Sydney metropolitan electorates evaluated, the largest swings against the ALP Government were registered in outer metropolitan Hughes and Lindsay where sitting ALP members were decisively defeated. Both electorates fitted the "battler" description, particularly characterised by above average representation of Australian-born residents, and vocationally trained workers, and below average unemployment for the Sydney metropolitan area. 43 These constituencies have similar characteristics to those described in the commentary in the United States as white, working class areas where the Republicans continue to make gains. Table One shows the net swing to the Howard Government over the previous two elections (1996 and 1998) in Sydney-based electorates that approximate the description of the "Battler" constituency provided above. We find that the electorates with the largest net swings to the Howard Government were consistently characterised by a concentration of these particular voters. 
B. Establishing the Coalition's new Welfare Paradigm
The establishment of a new welfare policy paradigm, we argue, depended on reframing the definition and problem of welfare under the new Government. Of course, the welfare paradigm shift has taken place elsewhere, especially in the United States and the United Kingdom where it has also required extensive political sustenance. 44 In Australia, we argue that the nature and timing of early, popular reforms reflected the Government's determination to make deeper reforms more acceptable. The later pattern of "advance and retreat" over welfare policy -especially in sensitive areas involving the extension of mutual obligation requirements to recipients of sole parent and disability benefits -we argue, is consistent with the view that policy was largely being driven by politics and dependent on a successful shift in community attitudes towards welfare.
It is first of all necessary to situate our line of inquiry within a broader debate about policy formation.
This debate has produced a stimulating re-evaluation of the nature of policy development and the tools required to fully appreciate policy change. Conventional policy analysis accepts that policy 44 We are referring to the policies and language of reform pursued in Blair's "New Deal" and Clinton develops out of rational choices made by governments and is clearly understood by the public.
However, such premises have been criticised as unrealistic and ignorant of real-world decision making. 45 Indeed it would be difficult to fully grasp the influence of wedge politics on policy development without adopting a model of policy analysis that gave due recognition to political processes.
Alternative, critical approaches to policy recast the policy making process as one that cannot be understood without taking into account the establishment of a paradigm that is in the first instance political. 46 Howard's new welfare paradigm defined welfare as a problem associated with "dependency culture" 51 and linked reforms to specific social groups (single mothers, young unemployed, new migrants).
Background developments were important in sustaining this shift. After the 1996 elections, Prime Minister Howard specifically attacked the "pall of political correctness" in Australian political culture. 52 In doing so, Howard intended to shift public expectations about future government policy.
At the same time, media publicity of welfare and the unemployed after the 1996 election became consistently more sensationalist and hostile, which suited the Government's long term welfare agenda. 53 Elsewhere, social scientists have pointed to the media's role in sustaining a strong distinction between "deserving" and "undeserving" welfare recipients by sensationalising any failings of the welfare system. 54 Early welfare initiatives met the Coalition's election promises -cutting off new migrants' access to a range of social security benefits for the first two years after migration and instituting a "crackdown" on social security "cheats". 55 In February 9 1997, the Prime Minister announced on television a pilot "work for the dole" program for unemployed young people 56 which had been regarded as too sensitive to announce during the election campaign. 57 The pilot program placed community work obligations on the young unemployed after a six month period of unemployment. Later, work for the dole became the centrepiece of the Government's tough new welfare reform paradigm and was extended after July 1998. 58 The work for the dole measure provides clear evidence of how a popular new policy gave the Coalition a political wedge to attack their main opponent. Initially, the ALP opposed work for the dole; the Opposition leader, Kim Beazley, publicly condemned the plan. 59 However, the ALP later reversed its opposition to the scheme, which was attracting public support.
The passage of amended legislation through the Senate would enable the Government to extend the scheme without the need for further legislation. 60 The Prime Minister welcomed Labor's turnaround and stated that "the Labor Party has given up on the threshold issue [our emphasis] and that is very welcome". 61 Labor's support for an amended work for the dole scheme, however, did not prevent the Coalition using it as a major campaign issue in the early election of 1998, stating that the ALP would abandon work for the dole if it won office. 62 Deeper reform. After the success of its initial popular changes, the Government was in a position to launch a more ambitious "welfare reform" strategy, similar to policies pursued in the United States and the United Kingdom during the 1990s. 63 In doing so, the Government drew on the policies and waiting period, see Welfare Rights Centre, Waiting to Settle -the impact of the Social Security 2 year newly arrived resident's waiting period on new migrants and our community (Sydney: January, 1998).
language of reform pursued in those two countries, just as Labour leader Tony Blair had learned from the US work and welfare experiment in repackaging New Labour policy. 64 As Butler argues of Blair's Policy Unit (which developed welfare policies for his Government), 65 the electoral appeal of the policy reforms was uppermost in the Howard Government's considerations. Government ministers developed rhetoric that suited various audiences, pitching "mutual obligation" to the middle class whilst labelling the unemployed as "job snobs" to working class constituents. 66 Both the Minister for Employment Services, Tony Abbott, and the Prime Minister claimed that policy merely reflected the "commonsense" of voters as distinct from the out-of-touch approach of Labor and the defenders of the bureaucratic status quo. For instance, Abbott remarked: "The instincts of the man in the street are often strongly at odds with welfarists who believe, if anything goes wrong, it is the fault of society and it is the job of government to fix it. The man in the street understands there has to be a climate of self-help". 67 Major reforms to the social security system were expected in mid to late 1999. Media reports suggested "radical welfare reform", including compulsory activities for recipients of sole parent and disability benefits. 68 However, the reforms were unexpectedly delayed, possibly due to adverse So what do these shifts, advances and temporary retreats tell us about the relationship between wedge politics and the Government's welfare reform? The Government's timetable and preparation for reforms was dependent on controlling the welfare agenda. which corresponds to the period of politics and policy reform discussed here. In the MAP panel study, there was a significant increase between 1996 to 1999 in the proportion of respondents agreeing with the statement that "most unemployed people could find a job if they really wanted to". There was also an increase in the proportion of the sample agreeing with the statement, "Most people on the dole are fiddling in one way or another". Most of the increase in support for the view that the unemployed could find a job if they wanted to came from those who also thought people on the dole were "fiddling", indicating that viewing unemployment as "voluntary" is related to perceptions about the personal activities of the unemployed. 78 This shift in attitudes occurred at a time corresponding to intensive political, media and policy focus on Australia's unemployed. While MAP evidence indicates that attitudes towards the unemployed have hardened, support for higher welfare spending for the poor also increased by 9.8 percent between 1996 and 1999. Attitudes towards social security more generally over the first three years of the Howard Government did not reveal any hardening, as also indicated by responses to the statement that "Many people who get social security don't really deserve any help". Here we offer an interpretation of these findings: they 1999): 31. The authors note that falling unemployment is a factor in hardening attitudes to the unemployed (8). However, they also point out that the economic cycle is not the only variable accounting for shifts in these attitudes (8-12). We contend that politics has also been a factor.
signal that the unemployed may have become distinguished as undeserving welfare beneficiaries and further differentiated from the deserving poor.
The Howard Government's work for the dole scheme can be interpreted against the background of specifically unfavourable attitudes towards the unemployed presented above. Table 3 presents MAP panel data about attitudes towards work for the dole for young unemployed and all unemployed.
Occupational and educational variation in support for work for the dole for the young unemployed is particularly revealing. Respondents in manual and lower service occupations were more likely to support work for the dole for young people than respondents in professional, managerial and technical occupations. Respondents with vocational training were also more likely to support work for the dole for the young unemployed than respondents with either university or no higher education. Two remarks can be made about these findings. First, the findings suggest that the tough work for the dole approach adopted by the Howard Government had specific appeal to groups we have characterised as Howard Battlers (working class, vocationally qualified employees). Other studies show that working class constituents hold resentments towards the unemployed even though their experience of unemployment is relatively higher. 79 This is further sustained by the association between support for work for the dole for the young unemployed and negative attitudes towards people receiving unemployment benefits. 80 Second, these same educational and occupational groups reported the largest differences in support between work for the dole for all unemployed and for the young unemployed. This finding suggests that the groups in question are attracted to welfare reform where the Government policy changes have singled out unpopular welfare constituencies such as the young unemployed. We speculate, however, that resistance to a general restructuring of welfare which would apply to all welfare recipients may emerge because these groups, generally of lower socioeconomic standing, have clear interests in preserving welfare. Once policies have an impact beyond the reach of unpopular and stigmatised groups, they may be perceived as a threat to more legitimate forms of social protection that will have an impact on the livelihoods of a large number of people.
Weaker support for a work for the dole policy for all unemployed people suggests that the policy is by no means supported outright. If mutual obligation is accepted as a principle it would be expected that respondents would equally support these almost identical policies. Instead we have shown that support for work for the dole is especially strong for groups of the unemployed who attract social stigma and, as such, have become targets. Studies have shown that mutual obligation is supported most strongly by Coalition voters, swinging voters and then Labor voters. 81 Mutual obligation appeals popular when exhibits a clearly punitive motive and is directed towards the "undeserving". The
Government may find it difficult to sustain its constituency of traditional Coalition voters and Battlers as the policy initiatives either lose their vitality (ie. the policies fail or unemployment worsens) or begin to consolidate a perception of a threat to social protection.
Conclusion
This paper sets out a definition of wedge politics and tests it on the terrain of contentious welfare policy changes since the election of the Howard Government. Naturally there are many examples of political manoeuvring that may count as wedge politics, and which deserve separate analysis. We argue that there are good reasons to suggest that the Government used the tactics of wedge politics to attract electoral support during its first and second terms, and that these tactics had a clear aim at establishing a favourable climate for a welfare paradigm shift, which both suited the Government's long term political interests and marginalised its main opponent, the ALP. We have shown that the timing, publicity and language of welfare reform indicates the important influence of political tactics and that the Government aimed clearly at attracting working class support for its tougher approach.
We note, however, that welfare reform has been successful only in particular areas (such as work for the dole, restricting new migrants' access to benefits) which have been specifically shaped by popularly grounded beliefs about the "welfare problem". It is by no means clear that this politics is able to sustain sufficient support for radical reform as the Government intended. This is because other interests and attitudes come into play when policies are anticipated as a broader threat to social protection. We think the Government's awareness of this explains the pattern of "advance and retreat" in the area of welfare reform over the past four years.
